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We study the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters in heterotic string mod-
els with anomalous U(1) symmetry. In most cases, D-term contribution to soft scalar
masses is expected to be comparable to or dominant over other contributions provided
that supersymmetry breaking is mediated by the gravitational interaction and/or an
anomalous U(1) symmetry and the magnitude of vacuum energy is not more than of
order m2
3/2
M2.
1 Introduction
Superstring theories are powerful candidates for the unification theory of all forces
including gravity. The supergravity theory (SUGRA) is effectively constructed
from 4-dimensional (4D) string model using several methods.1,2,3 The structure
of SUGRA is constrained by gauge symmetries including an anomalous U(1) sym-
metry 4 (U(1)A) and stringy symmetries such as duality.
5 4D string models have
several open questions.
1. There are thousands of effective theories corresponding to 4-D string mod-
els. They have, in general, large gauge groups including U(1)A and many
matter multiplets compared with those of the minimal supersymmetric stan-
dard model (MSSM). We have not known how to select a realistic model from
stringy theoretical point of view yet. The study on flat directions is impor-
tant because effective theories have, in general, several flat directions in the
SUSY limit.6 Large gauge symmetries can break into smaller ones and extra
matter fields can get massive through such flat directions. Actually models
with semi-realistic gauge groups and matter contents have been constructed
7 based on heterotic Z3 orbifold models.
a
2. What is the origin of supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking? Although intersting
scenarios such as SUSY breaking mechanism due to gaugino condensation 9
and Scherk-Schwarz mechanism 10 have been proposed, realistic one has not
been identified yet.
3. How is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of dilaton field S stabilized? It
is difficult to realize the stabilization with a realistic VEV of S using a Ka¨hler
potential at the tree level alone without any conspiracy among several terms
which appear in the superpotential.11 A Ka¨hler potential generally receives
aGeneric features of flat directions in Z2n orbifold models are studied.8
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radiative corrections as well as non-perturbative ones. Such corrections may
be sizable for the part related to S.12,13
It is important to solve these enigmas in order not only to understand the
structure of more fundamental theory at a high energy scale but also to know the
complete SUSY particle spectrum at the weak scale, but it is not an easy task be-
cause of ignorance of the explicit forms of fully corrected total Ka¨hler potential. At
present, it would be meaningful to get any information on SUSY particle spectrum
model-independently.bOn the second question, quite an interesting approach 15 has
been adopted. The formulae of soft SUSY breaking parameters have been derived
in terms of a few number of free parameters under the assumption that the starting
string model has the standard model gauge group and MSSM particle contents and
SUSY is broken by F -term condensations of the dilaton field and/or moduli fields
M i. Their phenomenological implications have been studied intensively.
The soft SUSY breaking parameters can be a powerful probe for high energy
physics beyond the MSSM because they are related to the structure of the under-
lying theory. For example, in SUSY grand unified theories, the pattern of gauge
symmetry breakdown can be specified by checking certain sum rules among scalar
masses.16,17,18 Specific relations among soft SUSY breaking parameters can play an
important role to probe 4D string models.19,20
In this paper, we study the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters in
heterotic string models with U(1)A and derive model-independent predictions for
them without specifying both SUSY breaking mechanism and the dilaton VEV
fixing mechanism. We assume that SUSY is broken by F -term condensation of S,
M i and/or matter fields with non-vanishing U(1)A charge since the scenario based
on U(1)A as a mediator of SUSY breaking is also possible.
21,22 Soft SUSY breaking
terms are calculated after SUSY breaking and flat direction breakings of gauge
symmetries in an effective SUGRA derived from 4D string model. In particular, we
make a comparison of magnitudes between D-term contribution to scalar masses
and F -term ones and a comparison of magnitudes among scalar masses, gaugino
masses and A-parameters. The features of our analysis are as follows. The study is
carried out in the framework of SUGRA model-independently,ci.e., we do not specify
SUSY breaking mechanism, extra matter contents, the structure of superpotential
and the form of Ka¨hler potential related to S. We treat all fields including S and
M i as dynamical fields.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain our starting effective
SUGRA derived from heterotic string models with U(1)A. We study the magnitudes
of soft SUSY breaking parameters model-independently in section 3. Section 4
is devoted to conclusions and some comments. In appendix, we explain a basic
structure of SUGRA with assumptions of SUSY breaking.
bThe stability of S and soft SUSY breaking parameters are discussed in the dilaton dominated
SUSY breaking scenario.14
cThe model-dependent analyses are carried out.21,22,23,24,25 Main results in this paper have
been reported.26
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2 Heterotic string model with anomalous U(1)
We explain our starting point and assumptions here. The starting theory is an
effective SUGRA on 4D heterotic string model. The gauge group G = GSM×U(1)A
originates from the breakdown of E8×E′8 gauge group in 10D heterotic string theory.d
Here GSM is a standard model gauge group SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y and U(1)A
is an anomalous U(1) symmetry. The anomaly is canceled by the Green-Schwarz
mechanism.27 Chiral multiplets are classified into two categories. One is a set of
GSM singlet fields which the dilaton field S, the moduli fields M
i and some of
matter fields φm belong to. The other one is a set of GSM non-singlet fields φ
k. We
denote two types of matter multiplet as φλ = {φm, φk} .
The dilaton field S transforms as S → S − iδAGSMθ(x) under U(1)A with a
space-time dependent parameter θ(x). Here M = MPl/
√
8π with MPl being the
Planck mass and δAGS is so-called Green-Schwarz coefficient of U(1)A which is given
by
δAGS =
1
96π2
TrQA =
1
96π2
∑
λ
qAλ , (1)
where QA is a U(1)A charge operator, q
A
λ is a U(1)A charge of φ
λ and the Kac-
Moody level of U(1)A is rescaled as kA = 1. We find |δAGS/qAm| = O(10−1∼−2) in
explicit models. 20,28
The requirement of U(1)A gauge invariance yields the form of Ka¨hler potential
K as,
K = K(S + S¯ + δAGSVA,M
i, M¯ i, φ¯µe
qAµ VA , φλ) (2)
up to the dependence on GSM vector multiplets. We assume that derivatives of the
Ka¨hler potential K with respect to fields including moduli fields or matter fields are
at most of order unity in the units where M is taken to be unity. However we do
not specify the magnitude of derivatives of K by S alone. The VEVs of S and M i
are supposed to be fixed non-vanishing values by some non-perturbative effects. It
is expected that the stabilization of S is due to the physics at the gravitational scale
M or at the lower scale than M . Moreover we assume that the VEV of KS is much
bigger than the weak scale, i.e., O(m3/2) ≪ 〈KS〉. The non-trivial transformation
property of S under U(1)A implies that U(1)A is broken down at some high energy
scale MI . The breaking scale of U(1)A is defined by MI ≡ |〈φm〉|.
Hereafter we consider only the case with overall modulus field T for simplicity.e
The Ka¨hler potential is, in general, written by
K = K(S)(S + S¯ + δAGSVA) +K
(T )(T + T¯ ) +K(S,T )
+
∑
λ,µ
(sµλ(S + S¯ + δ
A
GSVA) + t
µ
λ(T + T¯ ) + u
µ(S,T )
λ )φ
λφ¯µ + · · · (3)
dIt is straightforward to apply our method to 4D string models with a more generic gauge
group G = G′SM ×U(1)
n×U(1)A×H
′ where G′SM is a group which contains GSM as a subgroup,
U(1)n non-anomalous U(1) symmetries, and H′ a direct product of some non-abelian symmetries.
eIt is straightforward to apply our method to more complicated situations with multi-moduli
fields.
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where K(S,T ) and u
µ(S,T )
λ are mixing terms between S and T . The magnitudes of
〈K(S,T )〉, 〈sµλ〉 and 〈uµ(S,T )λ 〉 are assumed to be O(ǫ1M2), O(ǫ2) and (ǫ3) where ǫn’s
(n = 1, 2, 3) are model-dependent parameters whose orders are expected not to be
more than one.f We estimate the VEV of derivatives of K in the form including
ǫn. For example, 〈KµλS〉 ≤ O(ǫp/M) (p = 2, 3). Our consideration is applicable to
models in which some of φλ are composite fields made of original matter multiplets
in string models if the Ka¨hler potential meets the above requirements. Using the
Ka¨hler potential (3), DˆA is given by
DˆA = −KSδAGSM +
∑
λ,µ
Kµλ φ¯µ(q
Aφ)λ + · · · . (4)
The breaking scale of U(1)A is estimated as MI = O((〈KS〉δAGSM/qAm)1/2) from
the requirement 〈DA〉 ≤ O(m3/2M). We require that MI should be equal to or be
less than M , and then we find that the VEV of KS has an upper bound such as
〈KS〉 ≤ O(qAmM/δAGS).
The U(1)A gauge boson mass squared (M
2
V )
A is given by
(M2V )
A = 2g2A
(
〈KSS 〉(δAGSM)2 +
∑
m,n
qAmq
A
n 〈Knm〉〈φm〉〈φ¯n〉
)
(5)
where gA is a U(1)A gauge coupling constant. The magnitude of (M
2
V )
A/g2A is
estimated as Max(O(〈KSS 〉(δAGSM)2), O(qA2m M2I )). We assume that the magnitude
of (M2V )
A/g2A is O(q
A2
m M
2
I ). It leads to the inequality 〈KSS 〉 ≤ O((qAmMI/δAGSM)2).
We discuss the relations among 〈KS〉, 〈KSS 〉 and 〈KSSS〉 using SUSY breaking
conditions, i.e., SUSY is broken by the mixture of S, T and matter F -components
such that 〈(KSS )1/2FS〉, 〈FT 〉, 〈Fm〉 = O(m3/2M), and the stationary conditions of
scalar potential. The following relation is derived
〈KSS 〉1/2 = O
( 〈GS〉
M
)
= O
( 〈KS〉
M
+M
〈WS〉
〈W 〉
)
(6)
by the use of the definition (23) if the magnitude of 〈KSS 〉1/2 is much bigger than
those of 〈KTS 〉 and 〈KmS 〉. If 〈KS〉 is bigger than M2〈WS〉/〈W 〉 and no cancella-
tion happens among terms in 〈KS〉 and M2〈WS〉/〈W 〉, we find that 〈KSS 〉1/2 =
O(〈KS〉/M) ≤ O(qAm/δAGS). Further we can get the following relation among 〈KS〉,
〈KSS 〉 and 〈KSSS〉 from the stationary conditions (32) and (36),
〈KSSS〉
〈KSS 〉
=Max
(
O
( 〈KSS 〉
〈KS〉
)
, O
( 〈KSS 〉1/2
M
))
. (7)
3 Magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters
We study the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters in SUGRA from het-
erotic string model with U(1)A.
gThe formula of soft SUSY breaking scalar masses
fThe existence of sµ
λ
φλφ¯µ term in K and its contribution to soft scalar masses are discussed
in 4D effective theory derived through the standard embedding from heterotic M-theory.29
gBased on the assumption that SUSY is broken by F -components of S and/or a moduli field,
properties of soft SUSY breaking scalar masses have been studied.30,19
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Table 1: The magnitudes of 〈RJkIl 〉 and 〈X
Jk
Il 〉
(I, J) 〈RJkIl 〉 〈XJkIl 〉
(S, S) O(ǫp/M
2) Max(O(〈KSSS〉/〈KS〉), O(ǫp/M2))
(T, T ) O(1/M2) Max(O(ǫ1/(〈KS〉M)), O(1/M2))
(m,m) O(1/M2) O(1/M2I )
(S, T ) O(ǫp/M
2) Max(O(ǫ1/(〈KS〉M)), O(ǫ3/M2))
(S,m) O(ǫpMI/M
3) Max(O(ǫp/(〈KS〉M)), O(ǫp/(MMI))
(T,m) O(MI/M
3) Max(O(ǫ3/(〈KS〉M)), O(1/(MMI))
on GSM non-singlet fields is given by
19
(m2)kl = (m
2
3/2 +
〈VF 〉
M2
)〈Kkl 〉+ 〈F I〉〈FJ 〉(〈RJkIl 〉+ 〈XJkIl 〉), (8)
〈RJkIl 〉 ≡ 〈(KI
′
Il (K
−1)J
′
I′K
kJ
J′ −KJkIl )〉, (9)
〈XJkIl 〉 ≡ qAk (2g2A/(M2V )A)〈(DˆA)JI 〉〈Kkl 〉. (10)
Here we neglect extra F -term contributions and so forth since they are model-
dependent. The neglect of extra F -term contributions is justified if Yukawa cou-
plings between heavy and light fields are small enough and the R-parity violation is
also tiny enough. We have used Eq.(36) to derive the part related to D-term con-
tribution. Note that the last term in r.h.s. of Eq.(36) is negligible when (M2V )
A/g2A
is much bigger than m23/2. Using the above mass formula, the magnitudes of 〈RJkIl 〉
and 〈XJkIl 〉 are estimated and given in Table 1. Here we assume qAk /qAm = O(1).
Now we obtain the following features on (m2)kl .
(1) The order of magnitude of 〈XJkIl 〉 is equal to or bigger than that of 〈RJkIl 〉 except
for an off-diagonal part (I, J) = (S, T ). Hence the magnitude of D-term contribution
is comparable to or bigger than that of F -term contribution except for the universal
part (m23/2 + 〈VF 〉/M2)〈Kkl 〉.
(2) In case where the magnitude of 〈Fm〉 is bigger than O(m3/2MI) and M > MI ,
we get the inequality (m2D)k ≡ 〈F I〉〈FJ 〉〈XJkIk 〉 > O(m23/2) since the magnitude of
〈DˆA〉 is bigger than O(m23/2).
(3) In order to get the inequality O((m2F )k) > O((m
2
D)k), the following conditions
must be satisfied simultaneously, ((m2F )k ≡ 〈F I〉〈FJ 〉〈RJkIk 〉)
〈FT 〉, 〈Fm〉 ≪ O(m3/2M), 〈FS〉 = O
(
m3/2M
〈KSS 〉1/2
)
M2〈KSSS〉
〈KS〉〈KSS 〉
< O(1),
ǫp
〈KSS 〉
< O(1), (p = 2, 3) (11)
unless an accidental cancellation among terms in 〈DˆA〉 happens. To fulfill the
condition 〈FT,m〉 ≪ O(m3/2M), a cancellation among various terms including 〈KI〉
and 〈M2WI/W 〉 is required. Note that the magnitudes of 〈KT 〉 and 〈Km〉 are
estimated as O(M) and O(MI), respectively.
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Table 2: The magnitudes of 〈haI〉 and 〈akll′I〉
I 〈haI〉 〈akll′I〉
S O(1/M) Max(O(〈KS〉/M2), O(ǫp/M))
T O(ǫα/M) O(1/M)
m O(MI/M
2) O(MI/M
2)
The gauge kinetic function is given by
fαβ = kα
S
M
δαβ + ǫα
T
M
δαβ + f
(m)
αβ (φ
λ) (12)
where kα’s are Kac-Moody levels and ǫα is a model-dependent parameter.
31 The
gauge coupling constants gα’s are related to the real part of gauge kinetic functions
such that g2α = 〈Refαα〉−1. The magnitudes of gaugino masses and A-parameters
in MSSM particles are estimated using the formulae
Ma = 〈F I〉〈haI〉, (13)
〈haI〉 ≡ 〈Refa〉−1〈fa,I 〉/2 (14)
Akll′ = 〈F I〉〈akll′I〉, (15)
〈akll′I〉 ≡ 〈fkll′ ,I 〉+ 〈KI〉
M2
〈fkll′ 〉 − 〈KI
′
(kI〉〈(K−1)JI′〉〈fJll′)〉. (16)
The result is given in Table 2. Here we assume that g2α = O(1).
In case that SUSY is broken by the mixture of S, T and matter F -components
such that 〈(KSS )1/2FS〉, 〈FT 〉, 〈Fm〉 = O(m3/2M) , we get the following relations
among soft SUSY breaking parameters
(m2)k ≥ (m2D)k = O
(
m23/2
M2
M2I
)
≥ (Akll′ )2 = O(m23/2), (17)
(Ma)
2 = O(m23/2) ·Max
(
O(〈KSS 〉
−1
), O(ǫ2α), O
(
M2I
M2
))
. (18)
Finally we discuss three special cases of SUSY breaking scenario.
1. In the dilaton dominant SUSY breaking scenario
〈(KSS )1/2FS〉 = O(m3/2M)≫ 〈FT 〉, 〈Fm〉, (19)
the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters are estimated as
(m2)k = O(m
2
3/2) ·Max
(
O(1), O
(
M2〈KSSS〉
〈KSS 〉〈KS〉
)
, O
(
ǫp
〈KSS 〉
))
,
Ma = O
(
m3/2
〈KSS 〉1/2
)
, Akll′ = O(m3/2) ·Max
(
O
( 〈KS〉
M
)
, O(ǫp)
)
.
Hence we have a relation such that O((m2)k) ≥ O((Akll′ )2).
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Gauginos can be heavier than scalar fields if 〈KSS 〉 is small enough and the
inequality O(M2〈KSSS〉) < O(〈KS〉) satisfied. In this case, dangerous flavor
changing neutral current (FCNC) effects from squark mass non-degeneracy
are avoided because the radiative correction due to gauginos dominates in
scalar masses at the weak scale. It is shown 25 that gauginos are much lighter
than scalar fields from the requirement of the condition of vanishing vacuum
energy in the SUGRA version of model 22 proposed by P. Bine´truy and E. Du-
das. We study it using the relations among the magnitudes of 〈KS〉, 〈KSS 〉
and 〈KSSS〉 discussed in section 2. Let us consider a typical case with non-
perturbative superpotential derived from SUSY breaking scenario by gaugino
condensations. The non-perturbative superpotential Wnon is, generally, given
by
Wnon =
∑
i
ai(φ
λ, T ) exp
( −biS
δAGSM
)
(20)
where ai’s are some functions of φ
λ and T , and bi’s are model-dependent
parameters of O(qAm). Using the second assumption, Eqs.(6) and (20), we
get the relation 〈KSS 〉1/2 = O(M〈WS〉/〈W 〉) = O(qAm/δAGS) if O(〈Wnon〉) =
O(〈W 〉). This relation leads to MI = M from the third assumption and
the relation such that M〈KSS 〉/〈KS〉 = O(qAm/δAGS). We obtain the relation
M〈KSSS〉/〈KSS 〉 = O(qAm/δAGS) using Eq.(7). Hence it is shown that the mag-
nitude of gaugino masses is comparable to or smaller than that of scalar
masses. It is necessary to relax some of assumptions in order to have the
SUSY spectrum atMI such that gauginos are much heavier than scalar fields.
A possibility is to introduce a constant term in W such that 〈Wnon〉/〈W 〉 =
O((MI/M)
2) and to cancel a leading term in 〈KS〉 by M2〈WS〉/〈W 〉.
2. In the moduli dominant SUSY breaking scenario
〈FT 〉 = O(m3/2M)≫ 〈(KSS )1/2FS〉, 〈Fm〉, (21)
the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters are estimated as
(m2)k = O(m
2
3/2) ·Max
(
O(1), O
(
ǫ1M
〈KS〉
))
,
Ma = O(ǫαm3/2), Aklm = O(m3/2).
Hence we have a relation such that O((m2)k) ≥ O((Akll′ )2) ≥ O((Ma)2). The
magnitude of µTT is estimated as µTT = O(m3/2).
3. In the matter dominant SUSY breaking scenario
〈Fm〉 = O(m3/2M)≫ 〈(KSS )1/2FS〉, 〈FT 〉, (22)
the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters are estimated as
(m2)k = O
(
m23/2
M2
M2I
)
, Ma, Akll′ = O
(
m3/2
MI
M
)
.
The relation (m2)k ≫ O((Ma)2) = O((Akll′ )2) is derived when M ≫ MI .
The magnitude of µmn is estimated as µmn = O(m3/2M/MI).
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4 Conclusions
We have studied the magnitudes of soft SUSY breaking parameters in heterotic
string models with GSM ×U(1)A, which originates from the breakdown of E8×E′8,
and derive model-independent predictions for them without specifying both SUSY
breaking mechanism and the dilaton VEV fixing mechanism. In particular, we
have made a comparison of magnitudes between D-term contribution to scalar
masses and F -term ones and a comparison of magnitudes among scalar masses,
gaugino masses and A-parameters under the condition that O(m3/2) ≪ 〈KS〉 ≤
O(qAmM/δ
A
GS), (M
2
V )
A/g2A = O(q
A2
m M
2
I ) and 〈V 〉 ≤ O(m23/2M2). The order of
magnitude of D-term contribution of U(1)A to scalar masses is comparable to or
bigger than that of F -term contribution 〈F I〉〈FJ 〉〈RJkIl 〉 except for the universal
part (m23/2 + 〈VF 〉/M2)〈Kkl 〉. If the magnitude of F -term condensation of mat-
ter fields 〈Fm〉 is bigger than O(m3/2MI), the magnitude of D-term contribution
(m2D)k is bigger than O(m
2
3/2). In general, it is difficult to realize the inequality
O((m2D)k) < O((m
2
F )k) unless conditions such as Eq.(11) are fulfilled. We have
also discussed relations among soft SUSY breaking parameters in three special sce-
narios on SUSY breaking, i.e., dilaton dominant SUSY breaking scenario, moduli
dominant SUSY breaking scenario and matter dominant SUSY breaking scenario.
In the same way, we can estimate the magnitude of D-term contribution to scalar
masses for non-anomalous diagonal charges. The magnitudes of 〈XJkIl 〉 is given by
O(ǫp/M
2), O(1/M2), O(1/M2B), O(ǫ3/M
2), O(ǫp/(MMB)) and O(1/(MMB)) for
(I, J) = (S, S), (T, T ), (m,m), (S, T ), (S,m) and (T,m) where MB is a breaking
scale of extra gauge symmetry.
The D-term contribution to scalar masses with different broken charges as well
as the F -term contribution from the difference among modular weights can destroy
universality among scalar masses. The non-degeneracy among squark masses of first
and second families endangers the discussion of the suppression of FCNC process.
On the other hand, the difference among broken charges is crucial for the scenario of
fermion mass hierarchy generation.32 It seems to be difficult to make two discussions
compatible. There are several way outs. The first one is to construct a model that
the fermion mass hierarchy is generated due to non-anomalous U(1) symmetries.
In the model, D-term contributions of non-anomalous U(1) symmetries vanish in
the dilaton dominant SUSY breaking case and it is supposed that anomalies from
contributions of the MSSM matter fields are canceled out by an addition of extra
matter fields. The second one is to use “stringy” symmetries for fermion mass
generation in the situation with degenerate soft scalar masses.33
Finally we give a comment on moduli problem.34 If the masses of dilaton or
moduli fields are of order of the weak scale, the standard nucleosynthesis should be
modified because of a huge amount of entropy production. The dilaton field does
not cause dangerous contributions in the case with 〈(KSS )1/2FS〉 = O(m3/2M) if
the magnitude of 〈KSS 〉 is small enough,hbecause the magnitudes of (m2F )S is given
by O(m23/2/〈KSS 〉2).
hThis possibility has been pointed out in the last reference in 13.
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Appendix
We review the scalar potential part in SUGRA.35,36,37 It is specified by two func-
tions, the total Ka¨hler potential G(φ, φ¯) and the gauge kinetic function fαβ(φ) with
α, β being indices of the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The former is
a sum of the Ka¨hler potential K(φ, φ¯) and (the logarithm of) the superpotential
W (φ)
G(φ, φ¯) = K(φ, φ¯) +M2 ln |W (φ)/M3|2. (23)
We have denoted scalar fields in the chiral multiplets by φI and their complex
conjugate by φ¯J . The scalar potential is given by
V = M2eG/M
2
(GI(G
−1)IJG
J − 3M2) + 1
2
(Ref−1)αβDˆ
αDˆβ (24)
where
Dˆα = GI(T
αφ)I = (φ¯Tα)JG
J . (25)
Here GI = ∂G/∂φ
I , GJ = ∂G/∂φ¯J etc, and T
α are gauge transformation genera-
tors. Also in the above, (Ref−1)αβ and (G
−1)IJ are the inverse matrices of Refαβ
and GIJ , respectively, and a summation over α,... and I,... is understood. The
last equality in Eq.(25) comes from the gauge invariance of the total Ka¨hler poten-
tial. The F -auxiliary fields of the chiral multiplets and the D-auxiliary fields of the
vector multiplets are given by
F I =MeG/2M
2
(G−1)IJG
J , Dα = (Ref−1)αβDˆ
β, (26)
respectively. Using F I and Dα, the scalar potential is rewritten down by
V = VF + VD,
VF ≡ FIKIJF J − 3M4eG/M
2
, (27)
VD ≡ 1
2
RefαβD
αDβ. (28)
Let us next summarize our assumptions on SUSY breaking. The gravitino mass
m3/2 is given by
m3/2 = 〈MeG/2M
2〉 (29)
where 〈· · ·〉 denotes the VEV. As a phase convention, it is taken to be real. We
identify the gravitino mass with the weak scale in most cases. It is assumed that
SUSY is spontaneously broken by some F -term condensations (〈F 〉 6= 0) for singlet
fields under the standard model gauge group and/or some D-term condensations
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(〈D〉 6= 0) for broken gauge symmetries. We require that the VEVs of F I and Dα
should satisfy
〈(FIKIJF J )1/2〉 ≤ O(m3/2M), 〈Dα〉 ≤ O(m3/2M) (30)
for each pair (I, J). Note that we allow the non-zero vacuum energy 〈V 〉 of order
m23/2M
2 at this level, which could be canceled by quantum corrections.
In order to discuss the magnitudes of several quantities, it is necessary to see
consequences of the stationary condition 〈∂V/∂φI〉 = 0. From Eq.(24), we find
∂V/∂φI = GI
(
VF
M2
+M2eG/M
2
)
+MeG/2M
2
GIJF
J
−FI′GI
′
J′IF
J′ − 1
2
(Refαβ),I D
αDβ
+Dα(φ¯Tα)JG
J
I . (31)
Taking its VEV and using the stationary condition, we derive the formula
m3/2〈GIJ 〉〈F J 〉 = −〈GI〉
( 〈VF 〉
M2
+m23/2
)
+ 〈FI′〉〈GI
′
J′I〉〈F J
′ 〉
+
1
2
〈(Refαβ),I 〉〈Dα〉〈Dβ〉 − 〈Dα〉〈(φ¯Tα)J〉〈GJI 〉. (32)
We can estimate the magnitude of SUSY mass parameter µIJ ≡ m3/2(〈GIJ 〉 +
〈GI〉〈GJ 〉/M2−〈GI′(G−1)I′J′GJ
′
IJ 〉) using Eq.(32). By multiplying (Tαφ)I to Eq.(31),
a heavy-real direction is projected on. Using the identities derived from the gauge
invariance of the total Ka¨hler potential
GIJ(T
αφ)J +GJ (T
α)JI −KJI (φ¯Tα)J = 0, (33)
KJIJ′(T
αφ)J
′
+KJJ′(T
α)J
′
I − [GJ
′
(φ¯Tα)J′ ]
J
I = 0, (34)
we obtain
∂V
∂φI
(Tαφ)I =
(
VF
M2
+ 2M2eG/M
2
)
Dˆα − FIF J(Dˆα)IJ
−1
2
(Refβγ),I (T
αφ)IDβDγ + (φ¯T β)JG
J
I (T
αφ)IDβ . (35)
Taking its VEV and using the stationary condition, we derive the formula(
(M2V )
αβ
2gαgβ
+
( 〈VF 〉
M2
+ 2m23/2
)
〈Refαβ〉
)
〈Dβ〉 = 〈FI〉〈F J 〉〈(Dˆα)IJ 〉
+
1
2
〈(Refβγ),I 〉〈(Tαφ)I〉〈Dβ〉〈Dγ〉 (36)
where (M2V )
αβ = 2gαgβ〈(φ¯T β)JKJI (Tαφ)I〉 is the mass matrix of the gauge bosons
and gα and gβ are the gauge coupling constants. Using Eq.(36), we can estimate
the magnitude of D-term condensations 〈Dβ〉. The formula of 〈Dβ〉 is given by
〈Dβ〉 = 〈FI〉〈F J 〉 2gαgβ
(M2V )
αβ
〈(Dˆα)IJ〉 (37)
in case where (M2V )
αβ/gαgβ ≫ O(m23/2).
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